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Series introductory price of 99c and always FREE on Kindle Unlimited! If you love clean and

wholesome heartwarming reads that have a happily-ever-after mixed with inspirational real-life faith,

you will love this light, romantic series. Also an  #1 Category Best-Seller in Hispanic-American

Fiction! "Of course it is escape fiction, but it's very good escape fiction..." - FIVE STAR  Reader

Review SOMETIMES THE PERSON STANDING IN YOUR WAY IS YOUR ONLY HOPE...As the

director of the Port Provident Animal Shelter, Becca Collins had devoted her life to helping the

furriest residents of Port Provident. When a special Labrador retriever, Polly, needs her help on the

eve of Hurricane Hope, Becca can't say no--even if it means she'll have to ride out the hurricane on

Provident Island. When she shows up on the doorstep of local veterinarian Dr. Ross Reeder, Becca

throws a wrench into Ross' plans to evacuate himself and his combat-weary former Army dog,

Cookie. Ross and Becca are used to disagreeing with one another, but they soon realize the only

way they're going to survive the wrath of Hurricane Hope is to put their differences aside and work

for the good of the animals who depend totally on them. As they discover they have more in

common than they thought, they work to rebuild the Texas beach town where they've both put down

roots. But then Becca learns secrets about her past that threaten to change the whole direction of

her life. As she struggles with love, faith, and lies, will she still need the shelter she's found in Ross'

arms or will the aftermath of the storm take away everything they've worked to build? HURRICANE

HOPE: ONE STORM CHANGES PORT PROVIDENT FOREVER...AND FOR GOOD.  Port

Provident is a Texas beachside community you'll want to call home again and again. With

compelling, well-developed characters that make you care about them and their journeys of the

heart and faith, the Port Provident series is a clean and sweet contemporary romance treat.

Although the Port Provident: Hurricane Hope books can be read in order as an anthology, each

book stands alone--you can read any book at any time. Should you want to read them in order,

though, start with Shelter from the Storm, then The Doctor's Unexpected Family, then His Texas

Princess, and complete the series with Holiday of Hope. You can also find more tales of true love

and a legacy of grace in Saving Gracie and Second Chance Sweethearts, both from Love Inspired

books. The next series of Port Provident books--Port Provident: Holiday Hearts--begins with a

release in Spring 2016. Become an honorary resident of Port Provident by clicking the yellow

"follow" button on Kristen's  author page in order to be notified of new releases and more! The Port

Provident: Hurricane Hope series is perfect for readers who love heartwarming contemporary series

romance from Love Inspired and Harlequin Heartwarming.  themes/categories represented in the

Port Provident: Hurricane Hope series: Clean and Wholesome Romance, Inspirational Romance,



Contemporary Romance, Contemporary Fiction> Christian, Women's Fiction> Christian, Religious &

Inspirational Fiction> Christian, Hispanic-American Fiction, Collections & Anthologies, Religion &

Spirituality, as well as beach, Texas, military, royalty, and holiday romance themes
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Becca, who runs an animal shelter, and veterinarian Ross have always had an adversarial

relationship, but they unite during a hurricane to care for needy animals, and become friends--and

more than friends.(Though reviews are inherently subjective, I prefer to provide some organization

to my opinions through the use of a personal rubric. The following notes may contain spoilers.)Plot

and Setting: 4 -- Plot has unique elements and no major holes, but a few shaky bits. Setting is clear

and believable, with only minor inconsistencies. Timeline may be a bit hard to follow (vague on how

long the recovery phases took).Characters: 4 -- Main characters are relatable, realistic, interesting,

and dynamic. Minor characters and villains may be slightly stereotyped or simplified. I did dislike

how Ross pulled away so sharply from Becca, without even seeking a real conversation about

it.Writing and Mechanics: 3.5 -- A handful of typos, punctuation issues, or word errors, but nothing



that seriously hinders understanding. Generally solid use of POV, with a few errors. Generally

skillful writing. Ross is called Pete twice in 2 paragraphs. Insurance guy is mostly called Billy, but

sometimes Bobby. One scene that was either head-hopping or just poor writing. A few shaky places

that were a bit confusing nearer the end.Redeeming Value: 4.5 -- Partially focused uplifting themes.

Major focus on surviving the storm, secondary focus on Becca learning that people aren't all as

selfish as she has experienced, especially when their foundation is a loving God. Sex, alcohol,

violence, etc, are not glorified at all.Personal Enjoyment: 4 -- I liked it a lot. Highly enjoyable and

very entertaining, with perhaps an issue or two that tempered my pleasure. Iâ€™d enjoy reading it

again.

Really enjoyed this book! A lot of great moments, and I really loved connecting with the characters. I

look forward to reading more books by this author.

Love this story about Rebecca who runs the animal shelter and Reed who is the town vet and also

on the board of the animal shelter. Before the storm, Rebecca and Reed were not friendly toward

each other. During the storm they both get stuck on the island. They become closer through helping

out the town animals that were left behind. Love the bible quotes and Christian values in this book.

Glad that Rebecca found the strength to help during her struggles in this book. The dogs sound so

cute also in this book.

This was a quick and sweet story. The chemistry between the characters was fun, though the

insecurities suffered by Becca, had me, stopping to remember where she was coming from. The

sense of community and their love for the animals, had me, cheering through, the whole story.This

was a quick read, but if you are waiting for something or someone, this one offers a sweet escape

A sweet story of two people who think they are complete opposites and find that they have the

same values and hopes and dreams. The mother showing up after the storm was a weak spot in the

plot for me, but otherwise, I enjoyed the romance and appreciated the Christian message.

This is a very good book. It is a good clean story that has some Christian values throughout it. It is

an easy read that is appropriate for all ages. I highly recommend this book. I can't wait to read the

rest of the series.



I enjoyed the story. It's about learning to trust and ask for help while still being independent and not

to judge people before you really get to know them. I love any story where dogs are involved and it

threw in an eventually love story to sweeten the deal.

Good story about a vet and the director of an animal shelter during and in the aftermath of a

hurricane. Cats and dogs can sometimes get along but Dr. Ross and Becca get along? This is part

of the Port Provident: Hurricane Hope series but can be read as a stand alone.
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